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Abstract. Both flow field heterogeneity and mass transfer between mo-4

bile and immobile domains have been studied separately for explaining ob-5

served anomalous transport. Here, we investigate non-Fickian transport us-6

ing high-resolution 3D X-ray micro-tomographic images of Berea sandstone7

containing microporous cement with pore size below the setup resolution.8

Transport is computed for a set of representative elementary volumes and9

results from advection and diffusion in the resolved macroporosity (mobile10

domain) and diffusion in the microporous phase (immobile domain) where11

the effective diffusion coefficient is calculated from the measured local poros-12

ity using a phenomenological model that includes a porosity threshold (φθ)13

below which diffusion is null and the exponent n that characterizes tortuosity-14

porosity power-law relationship. We show that both flow field heterogene-15

ity and microporosity trigger anomalous transport. Breakthrough curve (BTC)16

tailing is positively correlated to microporosity volume and mobile-immobile17

interface area. The sensitivity analysis showed that the BTC tailing increases18

with the value of φθ, due to the increase of the diffusion path tortuosity un-19

til the volume of the microporosity becomes negligible. Furthermore, increas-20

ing the value of n leads to an increase in the standard deviation of the dis-21

tribution of effective diffusion coefficients, which in turn results in an increase22

of the BTC tailing. Finally, we propose a continuous time random walk up-23

scaled model where the transition time is the sum of independently distributed24

random variables characterized by specific distributions. It allows modeling25

a 1D equivalent macroscopic transport honoring both the control of the flow26
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field heterogeneity and the multi-rate mass transfer between mobile and im-27

mobile domains.28
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1. Introduction

Flow and solute transport in water-saturated porous rock and porous material in general29

have been the focus of intense research over several decades. The quantification and30

prediction of observed flow and transport phenomena plays a central role in many areas31

of science and engineering including groundwater hydrology (e.g., pollution risk analysis32

and remediation), nuclear waste disposal, underground storage of CO2 and shale gas33

exploration [Gouze et al., 2008a; Yoon et al., 2015; Russian et al., 2015], but also transport34

in biological tissues [Sen and Basser , 2005], for example. The main focus of traditional35

approaches to quantify effective transport, has been the development of macrodispersion36

models [Dentz et al., 2011, and literature therein]. The advection-dispersion equation37

(ADE) is traditionally used to describe transport of non-reactive dissolved chemicals (i.e.38

tracers) at the Darcy scale. The ADE approach is based on the assumption that the39

hydrodynamic dispersion, triggered by the combination of the diffusion and the variability40

of the advective fluxes along the flow paths within the pore space, behaves macroscopically41

as a diffusion-like (Fickian) process [Bear , 1972]. With c(x, t) the concentration of the42

tracer at position x and time t, the ADE reads:43

φ
∂c(x, t)

∂t
−∇ · [D∇+ φu] c(x, t) = 0, (1)44

where D, u and and φ denote the effective dispersion coefficient that quantifies spread-45

ing and mixing, the average velocity and the connected porosity respectively. All these46

parameters are defined at the scale of the support volume, the representative elementary47

volume (REV), where full mixing of the tracer is assumed [Bear , 1972].48
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However, many experimental tracer tests, both from in situ [Adams and Gelhar , 1992;49

Meigs and Beauheim, 2001; Becker and Shapiro, 2003; Gouze et al., 2008b] and laboratory50

[Kandhai et al., 2002; Levy and Berkowitz , 2003; Scheven et al., 2005; Moroni et al.,51

2007; Gouze et al., 2009], display strongly asymmetric breakthrough curves (BTCs) with52

long tails that usually decrease as a power-law of time, whereas the ADE predicts fast53

concentration decrease. Non-Fickian dispersion manifests itself in power-law tailing of54

BTCs as well as anomalous scaling of the mean and the variance of the spatial tracer55

distribution and early arrivals in BTCs [Berkowitz et al., 2006; Neuman and Tartakovsky ,56

2008]. These numerous experiments indicate that Fickian models fails to capture the real57

nature of the dispersion in systems macroscopically heterogeneous systems as well as in58

macroscopically homogeneous such as glass bead columns [e.g., Datta et al., 2013; Holzner59

et al., 2015].60

The apparently ubiquitous non-Fickianity of dispersion in porous media is generally61

interpreted as the result of the large variability of fluid velocity that is evidently linked62

to the inherent complexity of the geological formations at all scales. Several authors63

have explored different approaches (both theoretical and numerical) for characterizing and64

modeling the processes that control non-Fickian dispersion in relation with the geometry65

of the pore space [e.g., Bijeljic and Blunt , 2006; Le Borgne et al., 2011; de Anna et al.,66

2013; Holzner et al., 2015] and at larger scale to the heterogeneous distribution of the67

hydraulic conductivity field [e.g., Edery et al., 2014].68

In the present paper we focus on macroscopic non-Fickian behavior arising from (sta-69

tionary) pore-scale Navier-Stokes flow of a Newtonian fluid in a relatively simple natural70

porous rock. It has been possible only recently to systematically investigate these type71
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of problems due to the possibility of accurately imaging natural porous structures by X-72

ray micro-tomography (XRMT) tools [Ovaysi and Piri , 2011; Blunt et al., 2013]. The73

common approach is to process XRMT images in order to distinguish the pore from the74

solid, then simulate the steady-state flow of an incompressible fluid and finally solve the75

diffusion-advection equation in order to obtain the distribution of the tracer concentra-76

tion according to specified boundary conditions [Blunt et al., 2013]. Then, the tracer77

spreading is analyzed in relation with the flow field properties for different values of the78

average velocity that determines the contribution of the diffusion in the tracer transport79

[Bijeljic et al., 2013a]. The pertinence of the analysis depends strongly on the accuracy of80

the calculations and the representativeness of the domain size, which in turn are strongly81

dependent both on the technological XRMT and computational limitations [Arns et al.,82

2005; Guibert et al., 2015a] and on the relevance of the image data processing [Schlüter83

et al., 2014]. Nevertheless this approach is unmatchable for investigating spreading and84

mixing processes arising from the wide range of transit times experienced by the tracer85

when transported across the pores of different size and shape.86

Few recent studies have focused on the investigation of the relations between the (wide)87

velocity variability and consequently the (wide) range of transit times of a transported88

inert tracer using direct pore flow simulations in simple structures [e.g., Le Borgne et al.,89

2011; de Anna et al., 2013], glass bead packs [e.g., Maier et al., 2008; Holzner et al., 2015],90

sandstones [e.g., Kang et al., 2014] and carbonate rock [e.g., Bijeljic et al., 2013a, b]. For91

instance, Bijeljic et al. [2011] studied the transport of a passive tracer in small volumes of92

Berea sandstone (the same rock type as the one used in the present paper) and a Portland93

limestone following the methodology presented above (i.e., based on the direct calculation94
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of the Stokes flow on digitized XRMT images). The authors (op. cit.) computed the95

average travel time distribution as the function of the Peclet number using a streamline-96

based random walk approach. Finally, these transition time distributions were modeled as97

truncated power-laws [Dentz et al., 2004] and then used to parametrize a continuous time98

random walks (CTRW) model. Kang et al. [2014] studied the purely advective transport99

of a tracer in a small volume of Berea sandstone as well. However, these authors (op.100

cit.) interpreted the anomalous dispersion as the results of correlation features of the101

Lagrangian velocities that can be accounted for in a CTRW model. CTRW characterized102

by a correlated random time increment was initially proposed by Le Borgne et al. [2011]103

and de Anna et al. [2013] to model transport in simple 2D structures where the anomalous104

dispersion arises from the competition between distribution and correlation effects of the105

velocity.106

Matrix diffusion represents another critical transport process that controls the late-107

time behavior of BTCs [e.g., Haggerty and Gorelick , 1995; Carrera et al., 1998; Shapiro,108

2001; Zhou et al., 2007; Gouze et al., 2008a]. The tracer transit times by diffusion in109

the matrix are usually orders of magnitude larger than the average transit time in the110

connected porosity controlling the medium permeability. If a fraction of the medium111

is formed of the matrix were diffusion is dominant, then dual-porosity models can be112

conveniently used. Mass transfer between mobile and immobile zones and the separation113

of characteristic transport time scales in the mobile and immobile regions gives rise to114

non-Fickian transport behaviors. These mechanisms are quantified by the multi-rate mass115

transfer ADE model (MRMT-ADE) [Haggerty and Gorelick , 1995; Carrera et al., 1998;116

Haggerty et al., 2000], which can be formulated as117
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ξv
∂c(x, t)

∂t
−∇ · [D∇+ ξvu] c(x, t) + S(x, t) = 0 (2)118

with the sink-source term119

S(x, t) = ξµ
∂

∂t

∫
dt′M(t− t′) c(x, t′), (3)120

where ξv and ξµ denote the volume fraction of the mobile domain (i.e. the macro-121

scopic connected porosity) and the volume fraction of the immobile domain respectively;122

and M(t) is the memory function that contains all the information on the mass transfer123

process, the geometry and the volume fraction of the immobile domain as well as its acces-124

sibility to tracer particles issued from the mobile domain. A power-law designed memory125

function will trigger the power-law tail of the BTCs. Specifically, a power law tailed BTC126

that decays as ∝ t−β−1 corresponds to M(t) ∝ t−β. This behavior would persist infinitely127

if the tracer could assess longer diffusion paths as time increases, such as in fractal systems.128

However, a maximum diffusion length is expected in natural porous media displaying finite129

size immobile domains and M(t) decays exponentially fast to zero when the maximum130

residence time in the immobile domain is reached and the system evolves towards asymp-131

totic Fickian dispersion according to (2). The MRMT-ADE approach accounts also for132

the heterogeneity of the matrix, and has been successfully applied to model field and lab-133

oratory experiments [Haggerty et al., 2001, 2004; Gouze et al., 2008a]. The MRMT-ADE134

and the CTRW approaches are equivalent under certain conditions as discussed in [Dentz135

and Berkowitz , 2003; Schumer et al., 2003].136

In the studies cited above the origin of the non-Fickian dispersion has been investigated137

either considering the void and the solid phases to tackle the effects of the velocity dis-138

tribution in the mobile domain, or considering the effect of an immobile domain while139
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the dispersion was assumed Fickian in the mobile domain. Here we will investigate both140

mechanisms by considering simultaneously the presence of the matrix where transport is141

controlled by diffusion and the velocity variability in the mobile domain. The presence142

of microporous material in reservoir rocks, for instance detected by XRMT imaging, and143

its control on the connectivity and consequently its permeability has been documented144

in recent studies [Gouze et al., 2008a; Mangane et al., 2013; Garing et al., 2014; Hebert145

et al., 2014]146

The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes image acquisition and segmen-147

tation. In Section 3 we present the methods used to perform flow simulations, and the148

particle tracking methods. Section 4 is dedicated to the analysis of the results of the par-149

ticle transport simulations and their discussion. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.150

2. Rock Sample Imaging

Berea sandstone has been used extensively as a sandstone reservoir proxy because it is151

relatively homogeneous, cohesive, well characterized and easily available [Churcher et al.,152

1991; Øren and Bakke, 2003; Tanino and Blunt , 2012]. Berea sandstone is composed of153

quartz grains that are cemented together by silica, dolomite, feldspar and clayey minerals.154

Grains are well sorted (ranging in size between 70 and 400 µm) and well rounded (only155

around 20 % of grains are not spherical)[Churcher et al., 1991]. Cement fraction in156

Berea sandstone ranges form 1.8 % to 9 % [Øren and Bakke, 2003; Tanino and Blunt ,157

2012]. Here, we intentionally chosen a sample with the lowest cement fraction in order to158

determine if a low fraction of immobile domain can produce a key control on the dispersion159

together with the velocity heterogeneity in the mobile domain.160
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2.1. Image Acquisition

The high resolution X-ray microtomography (XRMT) image of the core (10 mm length161

and 6 mm diameter) was acquired using the BM5 beamline at the European Synchrotron162

Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France). The 3D volume was reconstructed from 3495163

projections acquired at an energy of 110 keV using a GGG:Eu 100 microns scintillator164

and a SCMOS-based 2048 × 2048 pixels detectors (model PCO edge; http://www.pco.de).165

The reconstruction was performed using the single distance phase retrieval algorithm166

described by Paganin et al. [2002] applying an unsharp filter before reconstruction. Details167

on the reconstruction algorithm and performances can be found in Sanchez et al. [2012].168

The final 3D image is formed by 4667 × 2130 × 2099 voxels of characteristic size 3.16 µm169

(3.16×10−6 m). The 16 bits encoded value associated to each of the voxels denotes the170

X-ray absorption integrated over a volume of 31.5 µm3.171

2.2. Identification of the Different Type of Porosity

Analysis of the raw XRMT images pointed out the existence of 3 types of material,172

denoted hereafter phases. The 3 phases correspond respectively to the macroporosity173

(i.e. the void space filled with water or air), the microporosity (voxels in which pores are174

smaller than image resolution) and the solid rock. The identification and then labeling175

of these three phases is called segmentation. There are different methods for performing176

image segmentation, none of them producing strictly equivalent results. Segmentation is177

consequently a critical step of the data processing [Iassonov et al., 2009; Schlüter et al.,178

2014; Scheibe et al., 2015].179

Global thresholding is often applied; this simple approach consists in deciding a gray180

scale value separating two material types on the basis of image histogram analysis. How-181
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ever, by definition the microporous material can display a large range of gray level values182

depending on its porosity, while intermediate gray level values denote pixels sampling183

both solid and voids. Consequently, it is a priori not pertinent to use the global thresh-184

olding method for the present study where the presence of heterogeneous microporous185

material is known. Several alternative methods have been developed in order to improve186

the accuracy of the segmentation; see the comparative study Iassonov et al. [2009].187

Here we use the so called “region growing” methods based on the assumption that all188

the voxels belonging to a given phase cluster are connected and are similar in terms of189

gray levels [Spirkovska, 1993]. A significant difficulty of region growing methods is the190

need for carefully defining the initial gray level range, limiting the seed regions for each191

phase, which is typically done manually from analyzing the histogram. However, the192

image histogram does not contain enough information to properly identify the different193

phases, and relatively small differences on the threshold values may induce noticeable194

errors on the determination of the phase fractions. Here we applied the method proposed195

by Mangane et al. [2013] that consists in conditioning the determination of the threshold196

values (delimiting the initial gray level range for each phase) by the value of the total197

porosity measured independently using laboratory techniques. For delimiting the 3 phases198

4 thresholds values must be determined. The convergence toward a satisfactory agreement199

between the measured total porosity and that obtained by the segmentation procedure200

(φt) is obtained from an iterative procedure, where φt is:201

φt = ξv + (ξµφµ) (4)202
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with ξv and ξµ the volume fraction of the void phase (macroporosity) and of the microp-203

orous material, respectively, and φµ the intrinsic porosity of the microporous phase. Here204

we used the porosity evaluated from mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) as the reference205

total connected porosity. This procedure was applied to the gray level image assuming206

that first the mineralogical composition of the microporous cement is homogeneous, and207

second that the porosity of the microporous phase range from 0.01 to 60 %. This later208

assumption is based on the fact that above 60 % the material cannot be cohesive. The209

procedure is based on comparing the experimental porosity to the total porosity (4) where210

ξv may contains pixels belonging to porosity unconnected to the percolating cluster. How-211

ever, we measured the value of this unconnected porosity a posteriori (see in Section 2.3)212

and found that is was always lower than 0.8 % for each of the studied sub-volumes. Ac-213

cordingly one can consider that this value represents the error on the segmentation. The214

average porosity of the microporous phase is 24.93 %, and the total porosity calculated by215

equation (4) is 18.8 %. Figure 1 illustrates the pore network and microporosity obtained216

by three phase segmentation.217

2.3. Microporosity and Connected Clusters

Figure 2 illustrates the throat radius distribution obtained by MIP test. The throat218

radius distribution for the Berea sandstone under consideration is quite narrow compared219

to other rocks, especially carbonates. Most throat radii are between 8 and 20 µm, but220

there is a significant portion of throats with smaller radii. The dashed line in Figure 2221

marks the XMRT image voxel size. All throats and pores with smaller radii cannot be222

distinguished on the XRMT images and are assigned to the microporous phase.223
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In the following, flow and transport will be studied on 4 non-overlapping sub-volumes224

(SV1, SV2, SV3 and SV4) of 300 × 300 × 300 voxels randomly extracted from the full225

core image. In order to investigate the influence of microporosity on solute transport we226

compare flow and transport computed on the 3-phase segmented volumes, and 2-phase227

images where the microporous phase is assigned to the solid phase.228

The first step of the segmented-data processing consists in the determination of the229

percolating clusters, i.e., the computation of the network of pores that spans through230

the whole volume and connects the boundaries in flow direction. Percolated clusters231

were identified using the method described in Hoshen and Kopelman [1976]. The mobile232

domain, in which the flow will be computed corresponds to the connected macroporosity,233

while the immobile domain corresponds to the microporosity as well as a fraction of the234

macroporosity that is connected by the microporous phase only. Figure 3 shows the235

same cross sections perpendicular to the flow direction in sub-volume SV1 for the 2-phase236

segmented image (Figure 3a) and for the 3-phase segmented image (Figure 3b). One237

can see, for example in the area marked by the green circle, that the 3-phase image238

contains a fraction of macroporosity connected that is connected by microporous material239

(in orange), a feature that does not exist in the 2-phase image. The porosities for the240

4 sub-volumes are given in Table 1. The total porosity φt of the 3-phase sub-volumes241

calculated by (4) is on average increased by 5.3 % when compared to the equivalent 2-242

phase volume. This corresponds to an average increase of a 2 % of the macroporosity,243

which is made accessible by the microporous cement clusters. By definition, this fraction244

of the macroporosity belongs to the immobile domain because transport is only due to245

diffusion.246
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3. Modelling Tools

3.1. Mesh Generator

Guibert et al. [2015a] showed that the grid resolution is an important issue for ensuring247

meaningful permeability calculations. Here we want to investigate the influence of the248

grid resolution on the calculation of the transport properties as well. Therefore, we first249

programmed a new meshing algorithm that is capable to create regular hexahedron mesh250

compatible with OpenFOAM R© strictly equivalent to the voxels of the segmented images.251

Applying this algorithm we are able to avoid any averaging or smoothing that often occur252

in the course of the standard OpenFOAM R© meshing procedure. Then we built two meshes253

with different resolution for each of the sub-volumes (SV1 - SV4). The hereafter called254

”coarse mesh” is made of cubic cells with the same size as the image voxels, while the ”fine255

mesh” is obtained by dividing each voxel by 3 in all the directions, creating consequently256

27 cubes of 1.05 µm size per image voxel.257

3.2. Solving Flow

Single phase flow in porous media on pore-scale is classically calculated by the Navier-258

Stokes equation [Bear , 1972; de Marsily , 1986]. In this work we computed the pore-scale259

flow field by solving the conservation equation (5) and the Navier-Stokes equation (6), for260

single-phase with a constant density and viscosity.261

∇ · u = 0 (5)262

263

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u

)
= −∇p+ µ∇2u, (6)264

where u denotes the velocity vector [m/s], ρ is the fluid density [kg/m3], t is the time,265

p is pressure [Pa] and µ is fluid viscosity [Pa s].266
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Equations are solved by using the steady-state solver based on the SIMPLE algorithm267

implemented in OpenFOAM R©[Weller et al., 1998]. OpenFOAM is a free, open source268

computational fluid dynamics software package with parallelization capabilities. The269

equations are discretized using the finite volume method. The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit270

Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm presented by Patankar [1980], is one271

of the pressure-based method techniques to solve pressure-velocity coupling. It allows to272

iteratively solve Navier-Stokes equation and obtain the steady state pressure and velocity273

fields. For each step pressure and velocity field are calculated according the boundary274

conditions and the results from the previous step, until the difference between the current275

and previous steps is smaller than a given convergence criterion.276

Constant pressure is applied to the inlet and outlet boundaries while all other boundaries277

including the void-rock interface are considered as no-flow boundaries (no-slip condition278

at the void-rock interface). Twenty layers of void voxels have been added to the porous279

volume at the inlet and outlet boundaries in order to minimize the boundary effect [Guibert280

et al., 2015b]. Fluxes at the inlet and outlet boundaries and residual convergence were used281

to evaluate if the simulations have fully converged. To determine the residual convergence282

criterion, we made several simulations on the same structure while constantly decreasing283

the convergence criterion until the computed permeability converged to a stationary value.284

For the Navier-Stokes flow simulations described below, the computation duration, using285

a 24-cores Intel Xeon (2.3 GHz) PC, ranged from about 10 hours for a 3003 voxels mesh286

to about 75 hours for a 9003 voxels mesh.287

Permeability k was calculated from Darcy’s law288

k =
µQLz
∆pAz

(7)289
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where Q is the total flux [m3/s], Lz length of the block in flow direction, and Az [m2] is290

the area of the cross section perpendicular to the flow direction.291

Figure 4 displays the permeability values obtained for different values of the residual292

convergence criterion. We observed that the computed permeability value increases with293

the decrease of the fixed convergence residual and eventually stabilizes after the initial294

residual falls below 10−4. Based on these results we decided to use 10
-5

as the residual295

convergence criteria which has proved to give completely converged calculations with296

reasonable computation times.297

All simulations were made with low Reynolds numbers of Re ∼= 10−6. The Reynolds298

number is defined as the ratio of viscous and inertial forces, Re = (ρuL)/µ, where u is the299

average superficial velocity [m/s] and L is characteristic length [m]. For such low values300

of Re flow is laminar, and formation of eddy-currents, which could create anomalous301

dispersion, is minimized.302

Figure 5a presents the probability density function (PDF) of velocity in flow direction.303

We observe that velocity values are mainly positive. Yet, the small portion of negative val-304

ues emphasizes the complexity of the pore network. The PDF of velocities perpendicular305

to the flow direction are displayed in Figure 5b, where we observe similar distributions of306

negative and positive velocities, as expected for an macroscopically homogeneous, isotropic307

volume of rock.308

3.3. Solving Transport
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Pore-scale transport in the mobile domain is computed by solving the advection-diffusion

equation

∂c(x, t)

∂t
−∇ · [d0∇+ u(x)] c(x, t) = 0, (8)

where d0 is the diffusion coefficient of the tracer in water and u(x) is the flow velocity.309

Here, we solve (8) using the time domain random walk (TDRW) method [Noetinger and310

Estebenet , 2000; Delay and Bodin, 2001; Delay et al., (2005]. Details about the implemen-311

tation of the TDRW approach, starting from the discretization of the transport equation312

up to the random walk algorithm implementation can be found in [Dentz et al., 2012].313

The domain discretization is the same as the one used for computing the flow field and314

corresponds to the image voxels (coarse mesh) or the image voxel divided in 27 cubes (fine315

mesh) as explained in section 3.1. The TDRW approach models particle motions in space316

and time by the following recursive relations317

xi(n+ 1) = xj(n) + ξij, t(n+ 1) = t(n) + τj. (9)318

The probability wij for a transition of length |ξij| from pixel j to pixel i, and the transition319

time τj associated to pixel j are given by320

wij =
bij∑
[jk] bkj

, τj =
1∑

[jk] bkj
, (10)321

where the notation
∑

[jk] denotes summation over the nearest neighbors of pixel j. The322

bij are defined as follows,323

bij =
d̂ij
ξ2ij

+
|uij|
2ξij

(
uij
|uij|

+ 1

)
, (11)324

where ξij = |ξij|; d̂ij is the harmonic mean of the diffusion coefficients of pixels i and j; uij325

denotes the velocity component of uj in the direction of pixel i, uij = uj · ξij. If uij > 0,326
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pixel i is downstream from pixel j, and correspondingly, if uij < 0 pixel i is upstream327

from pixel j.328

The TDRW method is used to solve transport in both the mobile and the immobile329

domains, where for the latter the velocity is zero. Accordingly the transport equation in330

the immobile domain (i.e. in the microporous phase) is:331

φµ(x)
∂c(x, t)

∂t
−∇ · [de(x)∇c(x, t)] = 0, (12)332

where de is the spatially distributed effective diffusion coefficient in the immobile domain:333

de(x) = τ−1µ (x)φµ(x)d0, (13)334

where τ denotes the tortuosity of the immobile domain, which is usually expressed as335

a power-law of the porosity, τµ ≡ φ−mµ [Pisani , 2011]. Furthermore, for porosity values336

smaller than the porosity φθ at the percolation threshold, no more diffusion can take place.337

Thus, the effective diffusion coefficient de takes the following form,338

de(x) =

{
φµ(x)nd0 for φµ > φθ
0 forφµ < φθ

(14)339

with n = m + 1. In the following we will test different values of n from n = 1 up to340

n = 4 [Gouze et al., 2008a], because we have no information on the exact value of n.341

Note that φθ is a characteristic property of the porous material under consideration and342

requires an experimental approach to be determined precisely. In our case the value of φθ343

is not known. In the following, we test the sensitivity of the results to this parameter for344

different values ranging from φθ = 0 up to φθ = 0.4.345
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3.4. Representativeness of the Samples

For simulating flow and transport in heterogeneous porous media it is essential that346

the support volume used for the calculations is large enough to be representative of the347

medium. The minimum volume required is the representative elementary volume (REV)348

[Bear , 1972]. To evaluate the representativeness of the 3003 voxel sub-volumes SV1 -349

SV4, we made calculations of the porosity and the permeability of the mobile domain350

for increasing size of the support volume. For porosity we randomly chose 6 locations351

in the core and measured the mobile domain porosity for cubes of increasing size. For352

permeability we followed the same procedure, but starting from one location only, in353

order to keep this study tractable in terms of computational times. For the same reason354

we performed the Navier-Stokes computations using the coarse mesh (i.e., mesh cells of355

the same size as the image voxels) in order to be able to increase the support volume356

sufficiently for a sound evaluation of the size effect.357

Figure 6a presents results of the mobile domain porosity as a function of the support358

volume. The plotted porosity values are normalized to the porosity of the whole image359

and the volume values are normalized to the volume of the 3003 voxel sub-volumes (i.e.,360

0.95 mm3). Although there are small differences in the asymptotic porosities (which361

denotes large scale variability of the porosity in the core) depending on the initial location,362

we concluded that porosity stabilizes for volumes of about 0.5 times that of the 3003 voxel363

sample. Similar behavior was observed for the permeability calculations; the relative364

difference in permeability is staying below 5 % for all sub-volumes larger than 3003.365

Together with the observations made on the velocity PDF (section 3.2), one can conclude366

that 3003 voxels sub-volumes can be considered as a good approximation of a REV in367
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terms of porosity and flow in the mobile domain, albeit they may display weak differences368

in their macroscopic properties.369

3.5. Transport Characterization

At the pore-scale, tracer transport is driven by both advection and diffusion. The370

relative importance of these two mechanisms is quantified by the Peclet number Pe371

[de Marsily , 1986]:372

Pe =
uL

d0
(15)373

where d0 is the coefficient of molecular diffusion (set here to 10−9 m2s−1) and u the374

average pore velocity. The characteristic length L is usually associated with the average375

pore diameter in relation with the definition of Pe in a capillary [Taylor , 1953]. For the376

heterogeneous pore structure under consideration here, we define the characteristic length377

L from variogram of the porosity of the mobile domain, which is displayed in Figure378

7. The dashed line indicates the length (≈ 110 µm) at which the variogram reaches its379

asymptotic value. This is considered here as the characteristic length L. In order to make380

our results comparable to those of Mostaghimi et al. [2012], we applied also the simplified381

method they proposed, which is based on the assumption that the sandstone is made382

of regularly packed spheres. For this idealized system, the characteristic length can be383

associated with the sphere diameter L = πV σ−1, where V is total volume and σ is the384

interface area between the mobile domain and the solid phase. Applying this method to385

our sub-volumes one obtains values ranging from 122.1 to 125.6 µm, which are similar to386

those obtained from the variogram method. We note that this evaluation of L is in good387

argument with the characteristic lengths calculated for Berea sandstone in other studies388
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(L=131.13 µm [Mostaghimi et al., 2012], L=100 µm [Bijeljic et al., 2004]) and L=150389

µm [Øren and Bakke, 2003]).390

4. Results and Discussion

Here we present and discuss the results obtained from the calculation of tracer transport391

in sub-volumes SV1 to SV4. Figures 8 to 16 show the breakthrough curves (BTC) at the392

outlet of the sub-volumes. The BTC measures the number Np of particle observed at393

the outlet normalized by the total number Np0 of particle injected at the inlet. The394

simulations use Np0 = 106 particles. The computation time for the transport simulations395

discussed below ranged from about 10 minutes to 30 hours using a 12-cores Intel Xeon (2.6396

GHz) computer, and depends mainly on the value of the Peclet number and the presence397

and properties of the immobile domain.398

We first study the influence of the mesh resolution on the resulting BTCs and then399

analyze the respective controls of advection and diffusion in the mobile domain, and mass400

transfer between the mobile and the immobile domains. The results depend on the Peclet401

number that characterizes the relative strength of diffusion and advection in the mobile402

domain, and the parameters which characterize the effective diffusion in the immobile403

domain, i.e., the exponent n and the percolation threshold φθ in (14).404

4.1. Influence of the Mesh Resolution

For all the simulations presented here, we fixed the value of Pe by multiplying the flow405

velocity by a coefficient in order to obtain the required average velocity. Nevertheless,406

when comparing meshes with different resolutions one must take into account that the407

permeability computed by equation (7), and consequently the average velocity, are slightly408
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different depending on the voxel size. For sub-volume SV3 the permeability is 867 mD for409

coarse mesh and 753 mD for fine mesh. This decrease of permeability with the voxel size410

was already mentioned by Guibert et al. [2015a]. To make the comparison meaningful, we411

first calculate the multiplication factor for the targeted Peclet number for the fine mesh412

and used the same coefficient to multiply the flow velocity for the coarse mesh.413

Figure 8 displays the BTCs for the coarse and fine meshes for different transport regime414

(Pe = 0.1, 10 and 100). Figure 8a shows BTCs for transport in the mobile domain only,415

while Figure 8b shows BTCs for transport in the presence of mass transfer between the416

mobile and immobile domains.417

For both cases (i.e., with and without immobile domain) we observe that for advection418

dominated transport (Pe=100) the peak arrival time for the fine mesh is around 20 %419

larger than for the coarse mesh. This is a direct consequence of the higher average420

velocity and permeability in the coarse mesh. There are also slight differences in the421

concentration decay after the peak, which are more marked for the mobile-immobile case.422

For diffusion dominated transport characterized by Pe=0.1, the peak arrival time for423

the fine mesh is around 50 % longer than for the coarse mesh. This 50 % difference424

in the peak concentration arrival time is larger than the difference in the permeability.425

The BTC for the coarse mesh and Pe=0.1 (Figure 8b) also displays an extended tailing.426

Regarding the maximum concentration values one observes that they are always higher for427

the coarse mesh than for the fine mesh, with differences ranging between 18 % and 29 %428

in the simulations without immobile domain and 15 % to 20 % for the case with mobile-429

immobile mass transfer. These results indicate that an insufficient mesh resolution can430

lead to an overestimation of the anomalous transport characteristics by increasing peak431
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concentrations, decreasing peak arrival times, and increasing tailing; these effects are more432

pronounced at low Peclet numbers. However, the origin of these differences is not clear.433

Figure 9 presents a detailed investigation of the differences in the flow field for different434

mesh resolutions. For the fine mesh we performed a coarse graining process in which the435

mean velocity is calculated from the 27 mesh cells (dividing by each voxel by 3 in for436

each direction) which belong to each of the void voxel of original image. The cross plot437

between coarse grained mean velocity from the fine mesh and its corresponding velocity438

in the re-sampled coarse mesh is presented in Figure 9a. These data are fitted by a linear439

trend of slope 0.89 indicating that, on average, velocities on the fine mesh are around440

10 % lower than those for the coarse mesh.441

Figure 9b displays the comparison of the PDFs for the two different mesh resolutions.442

While no noticeable difference for low velocities is evidenced, the difference is more marked443

for higher velocity values. Whereas it can be conjectured that these differences in the444

higher velocity explain the difference in the BTC maximum concentration arrival time,445

the increase of the BTC tailing for the coarse mesh cannot be directly explained by446

the difference in the velocity PDF without a more detailed analysis of, for instance,447

the velocity correlation. This, however, is not the scope of this paper. Nevertheless,448

these results indicate clearly that refining the mesh is not only important for improving449

the accuracy of flow field computation, but also for improving transport computation450

precision. Accordingly, all the following results were obtained using the fine mesh.451
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4.2. Control of the Microporous Material on Transport

In this section we investigate the control of the immobile domain on the overall transport452

of a passive tracer. Figure 10 displays the simulation results presented as the comparison453

of the BTC for the 4 sub-volumes with and without the immobile domain for Pe=100.454

We observe very similar transport behaviors for all sub-volumes in the case of mobile455

transport only. The BTCs are characterized by long-time tails with slope of t−2.4 for456

all 4 sub-volumes indicated by the unconnected symbols in Figure 10. Conversely, when457

including the immobile domains (connected symbols) we observe that the difference from458

one sub-volume to the other is much more marked than for transport in the mobile domain459

only.460

The most significant difference between the mobile-only and mobile-immobile simula-461

tions appears in the tails. We observe a stronger tailing due to a larger proportion of462

slow transport, and the presence of two inflections points at the time t1 which marks the463

transient regime characterized by slopes smaller than t−2.4, and the cut-off time t2 which464

denotes the diffusion time scale at which the mobile and immobile zones equilibrate.465

However both the slope and the value of t2 differ between sub-volumes.466

From the data reported in Table 2 we observe that the influence of the immobile domain467

on the intermediate slope of the BTC tail, which appears to be related mainly to the468

surface area σm−im of the interface between the mobile and immobile domains, albeit469

the influence of the immobile domain volume Vim is less clear-cut. Nevertheless, one can470

observe that SV4 is characterized by the largest values of both σm−im and Vim while the471

corresponding BTC (blue squares in Figure 10) displays a lower slope and value of t2.472
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Figure 11 displays the comparison between the simulation (for SV3) of the mobile-only473

and the mobile-immobile cases for different values of the Peclet number (Pe= 0.1, 10, 100474

and 1000). The elongation of the BTC tail and the occurrence of a second slope between475

t1 and t2 are clearly visible for Pe ≥ 10. As expected, the difference between the two cases476

becomes insignificant for diffusion dominated transport (Pe ≤ 0.1); the only difference477

when adding the immobile domain is a small increase of about 5 % (see Table 1) of the478

overall diffusional volume. The additional tailing behavior increases with the value of Pe.479

These results clearly demonstrate the importance of the immobile domain, or in other480

words, the necessity of taking into account the presence of the microporous material, even481

if it represents a small fraction of the porosity. Also, the results indicate that the area of482

the interface between the mobile and the immobile domains is a critical parameter. The483

area of this interface determines the efficiency of mass transfer between these two domains,484

while the volume of the clusters which form the immobile domain should control the485

maximum (and average) trapping time in the immobile domain [Haggerty and Gorelick ,486

1995; Carrera et al., 1998]. However, this last statement cannot be verified by comparing487

the 4 sub-volumes, because firstly the difference in terms of Vim is probably not significant488

and secondly we do not have precise information on the size of the immobile domain489

clusters.490

4.3. Effect of the Immobile Domain Properties on the BTC

As explained in section 3.3, the effective diffusion coefficient in the microporous material491

is evaluated from the distributed porosity (which is the only known property of this492

material) using the model described by (14). This model requires fixing both the porosity493

threshold φθ and the exponent n of the power law model (13). Here, both these parameters494
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are unknown. Yet, their pertinent range can be deduced from the literature, which allows495

us to propose a meaningful sensitivity analysis of these parameters, here performed on496

sub-volume SV3.497

Figure 12 displays the BTCs for different percolation thresholds φθ = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4498

for n= 2 and 4. Figure 13 displays the BTCs for different values of the exponent n ranging499

from 1 to 4 for φθ= 0.2 and 0.4. Note that the BTCs for φθ=0.2 and φθ=0 are identical,500

compare Figure 11 and Figure 12. This is so because setting the value of φθ to 0.2 removes501

only a relatively small fraction of the microporous material, which is already difficult to502

be reached by the tracer due to its low diffusivity. Consequently, this does not modify503

noticeably the diffusion properties of the immobile domain. We observe a stronger tailing504

of the BTC as the value of φθ increases. Increasing the value of φθ means increasing505

the non-diffusive portion of the microporous region, and thus the its tortuosity. As a506

consequence, the tortuosity of the particle paths leads to an increase in the characteristic507

retention times and and thus the observed stronger tailing of the BTC for φθ = 0.3508

compared to φθ = 0.2. Note that increasing the value of φθ also means decreasing the509

microporous domain volume. Thus, as the value of φθ is further increased, the immobile510

domain volume decreases to a point that its impact on transport becomes negligible.511

We observe this in Figure 12. For φθ ≤ 0.4 the BTC tailing is less pronounced than for512

φθ = 0.3. Conversely, Figure 13 shows that increasing the value of n increasing the value of513

t2 (and to a lesser extent of t1), and decreases the slope of the intermediate regime bounded514

by t1 and t2. This can be explained by the fact that increasing n corresponds to an increase515

of the width of the distribution of the effective diffusion coefficient in the immobile domain.516
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Thus a larger fraction of low diffusion coefficient leads to a stronger particle retention and517

a larger cut-off time, which is set by the smallest diffusion coefficients.518

4.4. Equivalent Homogeneous Microporosity

Here we evaluate if the distributed porosity φµ(x) in the microporous phase can be519

simplified by an equivalent homogeneous porosity φ∗µ. For this purpose, we compare sim-520

ulations using a spatially variable porosity in the microporous phase with simulations that521

are characterized by the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means of φµ(x). Figure 14522

shows that the spatially-distributed porosity in the microporous phase can be in general523

replaced by a constant porosity value equal to the harmonic mean. The effect of this524

simplification on the BTC shape is negligible for φθ = 0.2 and n = 1, while in other cases525

(e.g. for φθ = 0.4, n = 4 and Pe = 10) second order differences on the late-time BTC526

shape can be identified.527

From Figure 14 we can conclude that in general the spatially variable φµ(x) can be528

substituted by an equivalent homogeneous value equal to harmonic mean of the spatial529

distribution of φµ(x).530

4.5. Effective 1D CTRW Model

We model the observed breakthrough curves by an effective d = 1 dimensional CTRW531

that accounts for both the impact of heterogeneous advection in the pore-space and par-532

ticle retention due to mass transfer in the immobile domain. Particle transitions are533

modeled by the recursion relations534

xn+1 = xn + ∆xn, tn+1 = tn + ∆tn (16)535
536
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The increments ∆xn are identical independently distributed random variables which537

are characterized by the PDF538

px(∆x) = (1− pv)δ(∆x− `) + pvδ(∆x+ `), (17)539

where the probability pv to move upstream is given by540

pv =
1

2 + Pe`
. (18)541

We defined here Pe` = v`/d0, where ` is the transition length and v = bu the effective542

flow velocity with b a modeling parameter of the order of 1 and u the average pore543

velocity. Before specifying the transition length `, we recall that the particle velocities at544

subsequent steps in this modeling framework are assumed to be independent. We choose545

` = 78.75 µm, which corresponds to half of the characteristic length L computed from the546

Berea sandstone pore structure (see Section 3.5). Note that ` is larger than the maximum547

pore radius (20 µm), which we deem to be a suitable decorrelation length [de Anna et al.,548

2013; Kang et al., 2014].549

To account for particle transitions in the mobile and immobile regions, the transition550

times ∆t are modeled as [Margolin et al., 2003; Benson and Meerschaert , 2009; Dentz551

et al., 2012]552

∆t = τm +

nτm∑
i=1

τim,i. (19)553

The mobile times τm and immobile times τim,i are each identical independently dis-554

tributed random variables characterized by the PDFs ψm(τm) and ψim(τim), respectively.555

Note that nτm is the number of trapping events that occur in the time τm. It is a Poisson556

random variable characterized by the probability distribution557

pn(n|τm) =
(γτm)n exp(−γτm)

n!
, (20)558
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where the trapping frequency γ is a modeling parameter that in principle may be related559

to the medium characteristics [Dentz et al., 2012]. Note that the average number of560

trapping events is given by γτm, i.e., it depends on the mobile time, and thus on the flow561

conditions. The mobile time is modeled as562

τm = τ0η, (21)563

in which τ0 is an exponentially distributed random variable such that564

ψ0(τ0) =
exp(−τ0/τv)

τv
, τv =

`/v

1 + 2Pe`
. (22)565

566

The time τv is the characteristic transition time for a Fickian model that is characterized567

by η = 1. In this case, the CTRW (16) describes advective-diffusive transport in a568

d = 1 dimensional homogeneous medium characterized by the dispersion coefficient d0569

and velocity u. Note that the time τv depends on both the average flow velocity as well570

as the diffusion coefficient. Thus, a change in the flow regime manifests directly in the571

distribution of transition times in the mobile domain.572

The dimensionless time η accounts for a broad distribution of transport time scales and573

is here modeled by the truncated Pareto distribution574

ψη(η) =
α

a(1− εα)

(η
a

)−1−α
, (23)575

for a < η < aε−1; where a and ε are a modeling parameter that in principle can be related576

to the smallest and the largest particle velocities. Thus, the PDF of mobile transition577

times τm is given by578

ψm(τm) =
α

τ ′v(1− εα)

(
τm
τ ′v

)−1−α
Fc(τm, τ

′
v, τc), (24)579
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where we defined τ ′v = aτv and the cutoff time τc = τ ′v/ε. The cut-off function Fc(τm, τ
′
v, τc)580

is defined by581

Fc(τm, τ
′
v, τc) =

τm/τ ′v∫
τm/τc

dττα exp(−τ). (25)582

This distribution is constant for τm < τ ′v, then it decreases as the power-law ∼ τ−1−αm until583

it is cut-off exponentially fast for times τm > τc, as illustrated in Figure 15. Thus, the fast584

time scales are delineated by the time scale τ ′v, which scales with the mean flow velocity u585

and the Peclet number. The upper cutoff scale is related to the smallest particle velocity586

The immobile times τim are modeled a the truncated power-law PDF of the same shape587

as (24),588

ψim(τim) =
β

τ1(1− εβim)

(
τim
τ1

)−1−β
Fc(τim, τ1, τ2), (26)589

where τ1 < τim < τ2. The ratio between the lower and upper cut-off scales is denoted by590

εim = τ1/τ2. The trapping rate and average trapping time may be related to the volume591

fraction χim of the immobile domain as χim = γ〈τim〉. The cutoff scales τ1 and τ2 as well592

as the exponent β are characteristic for the heterogeneity of the immobile regions [Gouze593

et al., 2008a]. Their values are estimated here from the simulated breakthrough curves.594

This d = 1 dimensional CTRW model provides a good description of the breakthrough595

curves obtained numerically from the flow and transport simulations in the heterogeneous596

pore structure as illustrated in Figure 16. Specifically, it reproduces very well the occur-597

rence of two anomalous time regimes. The first reflects the velocity heterogeneity in the598

mobile medium portions in which the BTC scales as t−2.4, while the second is character-599

istic of particle retention in the microporous immobile regions. In this regime, the BTC600

scales as t−5/4.601
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The velocity heterogeneity in the CTRW model (16)–(26) is characterized by the ex-602

ponent α, which here is found to be α = 1.4. The heterogeneity of the immobile zones603

is reflected by the exponent of β, which here is estimated as β = 1/4 from the simula-604

tion data. This value indicates strong particle retention in the immobile regions. Note605

that mass transfer between a single type of homogeneous immobile region and the mobile606

domain is characterized by an exponent of β = 1/2, which leads to a BTC scaling as607

t−3/2. The heterogeneity of the microporous immobile regions triggers stronger tailing608

than expected for homogeneous immobile regions.609

The parameter values are estimated for the data set with Pe = 102 and listed in the610

caption of Figure 16. The same parameters are used for the data set with Pe = 103, which611

provides an equally good fit. Thus, the modeling parameters of the effective CTRW model612

are characteristic of the medium heterogeneity because they do not change with the flow613

and transport conditions.614

5. Conclusion

We presented a numerical study of pore-scale flow and transport of a passive tracer615

in porous sandstones based on high-resolution 3D XRMT images of Berea sandstone616

samples. This rock contain a small fraction of a micro-porous phase which is defined as617

a porous material with pore smaller than the XRMT resolution. The simulations were618

performed on a set of sub-samples, whose volumes are sufficiently large to be a pertinent619

approximation of the REV of the media. We obtained a suite of results that allowed us620

to determine and discuss, as far as we know for the first time, the respective role of the621

flow field heterogeneity in the macro-pore network, and mass transfer between the mobile622

and immobile domains.623
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The main results presented in this paper are:624

1. As expected, the mesh resolution has an important influence on the transport re-625

sults, independently of the presence of the micro-porosity; a coarse mesh tends to increase626

the non-Fickian behavior and specifically over-estimates the BTC tailing. However, we627

observed that the differences in non-Fickian behaviors for different mesh resolutions is628

more pronounced for low Peclet numbers. This is a priori counter-intuitive because a629

major implication of refining the mesh was a change (decrease) in permeability. Yet, the630

differences in the PDFs of velocity between the coarse mesh and the fine mesh (corre-631

sponding to the subdivision of the cells of the coarse mesh in 27 sub-cells) appears to632

be small and consists mainly in a general shift of the velocity PDF, i.e., a change of the633

average velocity.634

2. In the absence of mass transfer between the mobile and immobile domains, i.e. for635

transport localized in connected porosity only, we observed that the heterogeneity of the636

flow field triggers BTC late-time slopes scaling as t−2.4.637

3. Marked additional tailing of the BTCs is observed when one takes into account the638

immobile domain which is formed by the microporous material and some macropores639

connected by this microporous phase. Specifically, at high Pe a second time regime640

develops in which the BTC scales as t−5/4. Furthermore, the results show that the increase641

in the late-time component of the BTC is 1) positively correlated to the volume of the642

micro-porous phase and to the surface area of the mobile-immobile interface, and 2) more643

pronounced at high Peclet numbers, but cannot be neglected even in the case of diffusion644

dominated transport.645
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4. As the only information on the microporous phase given by the XRMT images is646

its porosity, we employed the parametric model (14) to relate porosity to the effective647

dispersion coefficients in the immobile region. We probed the impact of the porosity648

threshold φθ, which denotes the minimum porosity required for percolation in the microp-649

orous phase, and the exponent n which is used to model the tortuosity-porosity power-law650

dependence and determines the width of the distribution of effective diffusion coefficients.651

The results showed that: 1) The BTC tailing shows a non-monotonic behavior with an652

increase of φθ. The tailing behavior first increases with the value of φθ because of an in-653

crease of the diffusion path tortuosity, which is triggered by an increase in the lacunarity654

of the microporous phase. As φθ increases further the volume of the microporous phase655

becomes more and more negligible compared to that of the mobile domain and its impact656

on the BTC diminishes dramatically. 2) Increasing n increases the BTC tailing and affects657

the cut-off time scale t2. This is due to the fact that increasing the value of n decreases658

the average effective diffusion coefficient and increases the width of its distribution. The659

larger fraction of low effective diffusion coefficients leads to the increased tailing and the660

observed increase in t2.661

5. The spatially variable φµ(x) can be replaced with its constant harmonic mean. φµ(x).662

This may be convenient for simplifying the sensitivity analysis of the transport results to663

the parameters of the immobile domain in case that the distribution of the porosity in664

the immobile domain is difficult to evaluate due to low quality XMRT data, for example.665

6. We built a macroscopic 1D CTRW model that captures the dual control of flow666

field heterogeneity and mass transfer between the mobile and immobile domains on non-667

Fickian transport. The transition time is modeled as the sum of the mobile transition668
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time and the retention time in the immobile domain. The distribution of mobile transition669

times depends both on the average flow rate and the diffusion coefficient in the mobile670

region. The broad distribution of transport time scales in the mobile domain, which is671

a consequence of the velocity heterogeneity, is modeled by a truncated power-law whose672

characteristic time scales are related to the characteristic advection and diffusion times in673

the mobile zones.674

The number of trapping events in the microporous phase per transition is modeled as675

a Poisson process whose mean is proportional to the mobile transition time, and thus676

dependent on the flow rate. The total retention time in the immobile domain then is677

given by the sum of random trapping times. The distribution of trapping time scales,678

which is related to the heterogeneous diffusion in the immobile zones, is modeled as a679

truncated power-law whose cutoff scales can be related to the characteristic diffusion680

times in the microporous domains.681

The CTRW model represents well the observed breakthrough behavior and predicts the682

existence of two time regimes for large Péclet numbers, as observed in the numerical683

simulations. The modeling parameters of the presented CTRW approach adjusted from684

the BTCs for a given Péclet number provide equally good fits when changing the flow685

and transport regimes. Thus, we suggest that they are are characteristic of the medium686

heterogeneity.687

7. All together, the results presented in this paper demonstrate the critical role of688

both the velocity field heterogeneity and particle retention due to diffusion-dominated689

transport in the microporosity on observed non-Fickian transport behaviors, even in a690

rock for which the micro-porous cement represents only a small fraction of the connected691
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porosity. We can anticipate that the non-Fickian behavior due to the presence of the692

immobile domain should be even more significant in sandstone reservoirs containing larger693

fractions of microporous cements and in carbonate reservoirs where the microporosity694

usually represents several percents of the domain accessible to the tracer transport [Garing695

et al., 2014].696
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional visualization of the pore network (blue) and the connected

microporosity (yellow) for a sub-volume of 120 × 120 × 120 voxels.

Figure 2. Throat radius PDF obtained from mercury intrusion porosimetry for Berea sand-

stone. The vertical dashed line marks the XMRT image voxel size.
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Figure 3. Comparison between a cross section (300 × 300 pixels) extracted from sub-volume

SV1 perpendicular to the flow direction for a) a 2-phase image and b) a 3-phase image. Black

areas denote the solid phase (no advection and no diffusion), white areas denote the macroporos-

ity, i.e., the mobile domain and areas colored in orange indicate the microporous phase where

transport is assumed to be controlled by diffusion only.

Figure 4. Normalized permeability as a function of the sample volume for different residual

convergence criteria.
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Figure 5. PDFs of normalized velocity for the 4 sub-volumes a) along the main flow direction

(w) and b) perpendicular to the main flow direction (u) for (red rhombi) sub-volume 1, (green

triangles) sub-volume 2, (magenta circles) sub-volume 3, (blue squares) sub-volume 4.

Figure 6. Normalized porosity (a) and permeability (b) versus the sample volume normalized

by the referenece volume of 3003 voxels.
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Figure 7. Porosity variogram for the Berea sandstone sample.
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Figure 8. BTC obtained with the (open symbols) coarse mesh (3003 cells) and (full symbols)

fine mesh (9003 cells) for sub-volume 3 for (pink circles) Pe = 100, (green triangles) Pe = 10 and

(red squares) Pe = 1; a) shows the BTCs for mobile transport only, and b) for mobile transport

and diffusion in the microporous phase.
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Figure 9. a) Cross plot of coarse grained velocities for sub-volume 3 versus the velocity average

over the coarse cell obtained from the fine mesh data (blue points) together with the best-fit (red

line). b) Inset: PDFs of velocity along the main flow direction w for the (black) fine mesh and

(orange) coarse mesh.
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Figure 10. BTC for sub-volumes (red rhombi) SV1, (green triangles) SV2, (pink cirves) SV3,

and (blue squares) SV4 for Pe = 100. Unconnected symbols denote simulations with transport

in the mobile domain only and line-connected symbols denote simulations with diffusion in the

immobile domain, setting n = 1 and φθ = 0 in Eq. (14).
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Figure 11. BTC for sub-volume 3 (SV3) computed with transport in the mobile domain

only (unconnected symbols), and with the immobile domain (connected symbols) for (squares)

Pe = 1000, (circles) Pe = 100, (triangles) Pe = 10 and (crosses) Pe = 0.1 with n = 1 and φθ = 0

in Eq. (14).
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Figure 12. BTC computed in sub-volume 3 (SV3) for Pe = 100 and threshold values φθ = 0.2

(connected pink circles), φθ = 0.3 (green triangles) and φθ = 0.4 (blue rhombus) with a) n = 1

and b) n = 2. For comparison the unconnected pink circles denote the BTC in the absence of

the microporous phase.
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Figure 13. BTC for sub-volume 3 (SV3) with Pe = 100. The parameters n and φθ defined in

Eq. (14) for the effective diffusion coefficient are set to: n = 1 (connected pink circles) , n = 2

(green squares) and n = 4 (blue triangles); for a) φθ = 0.2, and b) φθ = 0.4. For comparison, the

unconnected pink circles denote the BTC in the absence of the microporous phase.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the BTC in sub-volume 3 (SV3) for a heterogeneous microporous

phase characterized by spatially variable porosity φµ(x) (connected symbols) and in a homoge-

neous microporous phase characterized by the harmonic mean of φµ(x) (continuous thick line).

a) BTC with Pe = 100 for φθ = 0.4, n = 4 (heterogeneous: blue triangles, homogeneous: blue

thick line) and φθ = 0.2 and n = 1 (heterogeneous: pink circles, homogeneous: violet thick line).

b) BTCs with φθ = 0.2 for Pe = 10 and n = 1 (heterogeneous: red circles, homogeneous: black

thick line) and Pe = 100, n = 2 (heterogeneous: green squares, homogeneous: green tick line).
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Figure 15. Illustration of the truncated power-law PDF (24) for τ ′v = 1 and τc = 103.
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Figure 16. BTC for sub-volume 3 (SV3) for Pe = 103 (filled red triangles), and Pe = 102

(filled pink circles) compared to the BTC obtained from the 1D CTRW model (unfilled triangles

and circles). Unconnected symbols denote the BTCs in the absence of the microporous phase.

Connected symbols denote the BTCs in the presence microporous phase with n = 1 and φθ = 0.

The parameters for the 1D CTRW model are b = 0.7, and a = 0.3, α = 1.4, ε = 6 × 10−5 for

the PDF (24) of mobile times, a trapping frequency of γ = 0.05 s−1, and β = 0.25, τ1 = 3 s and

τ2 = 700 s for the PDF (26) of trapping times.
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Table 1. Total porosity (φt; see (4)) for 2-phase and 3-phase images, columns 1 and 2

respectively. Column 3: relative difference between total porosity ∆φt = [φ
(3P )
t − φ(2P )

t ]/φ
(3P )
t .

Column 4 reports the relative difference between the fraction of the void phase included in the

total porosity: ∆ξv = [ξ
(3P )
v − ξ(2P )

v ]/ξ
(3P )
v . This difference denotes the fraction of macroporosity

made accessible to diffusion due to the presence of the microporous phase.

Total porosity φt Relative difference [%]
2-phase 3-phase ∆φt ∆ξv

SV1 19.36 20.37 5.25 1.97
SV2 19.32 20.23 4.68 1.56
SV3 18.26 19.18 5.03 2.04
SV4 18.21 19.33 6.14 2.51

Table 2. Area σ of (column 1) the interface between the mobile domain and the microporous

material (σm−im), (column 2) the mobile domain and the solid (σm−s) and (column 3) the solid

and the immobile domain (σs−im) for sub-volumes SV1 to SV4. Columns 4 and 5 gives the

volume of the mobile domain (Vm) and of the immobile domain (Vim) respectively.

Area in mm2 Volume in 106µm3

σm−im σm−s σs−im Vm Vim

SV1 0.77 1.62 1.10 164.9 24.9
SV2 0.76 1.61 1.04 164.6 23.1
SV3 0.71 1.71 1.04 155.5 21.8
SV4 0.84 1.58 1.19 155.2 26.4
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